
Sealed Mindset Video Training Series Session 6: Malfunctions  Live Fire Course of Fire 
(COF) 
 
Session Goals: 

● Explore the topics learned in the Sealed Mindset Video Training Series Session 6: 
Malfunctions lesson 

● Apply stimulus based malfunctions to our live fire skills 
● Educate our trigger fingers to correctly manipulate our trigger for effective 

firearms usage in a defensive encounter 
● Increase our ability to safely manipulate and operate our defensive firearm in live 

fire 
 
Rules of Safety Review 

1. Muzzle Awareness 
a. Point your firearm where you WANT to point it 
b. DON’T point your firearm where you DON’T want to point it 

2. Trigger Finger Awareness 
a. Finger ON the trigger when the are sights aligned 
b. Finger OFF of the trigger when the sights are NOT aligned 

i. Two ways to align sights are: 
1. Front sight, rear sight, and your eye 
2. Specified body positions (Retention) 

3. Safety Selector Awareness 
a. If your firearm has an external safety device 

i. Muzzle pointed at the Threat, weapon on FIRE 
ii. Muzzle NOT pointed at the Threat, weapon on SAFE 

4. Know your local range’s safety protocols and follow them accordingly 
5. Hearing and Eye protection should always be part of your training kit 

 
General Rules for ALL Courses of Fire (COF) 

● All targets are an 8.5x11” sheet of paper on the upper chest of a silhouette 
● Distance to all targets is assumed to be 15 - 21 ft 
● Speed is always, and should be for all COFs, very very slow and definitive 
● Your accuracy should be very high during ALL of these COFs, no speed is 

necessary, you can make it your goal to keep all of the shots in as close grouping 
as possible, if you’d like. HOWEVER, at Sealed Mindset, if the shot is on the 
8.5x11” sheet of paper, that was an “accurate” shot 

 
1. COF #1 - Build the Draw 

1. 10 Rounds per Magazine 
i. COF Goal: Practice each portion of the draw and build the draw 

into a single cohesive motion 
2. Student will load and make ready 
3. Student will get into the back of Position 1 - Presentation Push/Pull 
4. With sights aligned, slowly press out the firearm to full presentation while 



engaging the trigger. The shot should break in the last inch of travel, 
freeze after the shot, keep the finger to the rear and consciously recognize 
that your finger stayed in place 

5. Reset 
6. Assess - Finger OFF of the trigger as the sights are no longer aligned 
7. 360 Degree Check 
8. Repeat “3” through “7” 
9. Student will get into the bottom of Position 2 - The Hockey Stick 
10. Lift the firearm through the hockey stick to the sight line thinking more 

UP than out 
11. With sights aligned, slowly press out the firearm to full presentation while 

engaging the trigger. The shot should break in the last inch of travel, 
freeze after the shot, keep the finger to the rear and consciously recognize 
that your finger stayed in place 

12. Reset 
13. Assess - Finger OFF of the trigger as the sights are no longer aligned 
14. 360 Degree Check 
15. Repeat “9” through “14” 
16. Student will get into the bottom of Position 3 - Meet Rotate Elevate, 

shooting platform in alignment, Support hand index on Support side of 
body 

17. Meet the Support with the firearm. Rotate the Support hand so palm is up. 
Begin to Elevate firearm to Position 2 and into Position 1 

18. With sights aligned, slowly press out the firearm to full presentation while 
engaging the trigger. The shot should break in the last inch of travel, 
freeze after the shot, keep the finger to the rear and consciously recognize 
that your finger stayed in place 

19. Reset 
20. Assess - Finger OFF of the trigger as the sights are no longer aligned 
21. 360 Degree Check 
22. Repeat “16” through “21” 
23. Student will move to the muzzle down position of Position 4 - The Rock, 

Support hand indexed on the Support side of the body 
24. Rock the firearm, Meet Rotate, Elevate to the Hockey Stick and up to sight 

alignment 
25. With sights aligned, slowly press out the firearm to full presentation while 

engaging the trigger. The shot should break in the last inch of travel, 
freeze after the shot, keep the finger to the rear and consciously recognize 
that your finger stayed in place 

26. Reset 
27. Assess - Finger OFF of the trigger as the sights are no longer aligned 
28. 360 Degree Check 
29. Repeat “23” through “28” 
30. Student will holster the firearm and start with their hands relaxed at their 

sides 



31. Using an effective down-up motion, student will snatch the firearm from 
the holster, Support hand indexed to the chest of the Support side of the 
body 

32. Student will rock, then Meet Rotate and Elevate to the Hockey Stick where 
they will bring the firearm to the sight line 

33. With sights aligned, slowly press out the firearm to full presentation while 
engaging the trigger. The shot should break in the last inch of travel, 
freeze after the shot, keep the finger to the rear and consciously recognize 
that your finger stayed in place 

34. Reset 
35. Assess - Finger OFF of the trigger as the sights are no longer aligned 
36. 360 Degree Check 
37. Repeat “30” through “36” 

i. Continue to repeat this Course of Fire (COF) until shooter can 
consistently conduct each step of the draw safely and effectively 

 
2. COF #2 - Draw plus Emergency Reload Practice 

1. 1 Round in 1st Magazine - IN FIREARM 
2. 9 Rounds in 2nd Magazine - IN POUCH 

i. COF Goal: Practice the Draw and the Emergency Reload 
3. Student will load and make ready - MAGAZINE of 1 ROUND 
4. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 2 

and 4 seconds 
5. Set the Shot Timer PAR time to 4 seconds 
6. On first Shot Timer buzzer, Draw, 1 shot, EMERGENCY RELOAD, 1 shot, 

reset, assess, and 360 Degree Check 
7. Conduct a Tactical Reload 
8. Holster the firearm 

i. Continue this sequence until BOTH magazines are empty 
 

3. COF #3 - Draw plus Soft Malfunction Practice 
1. 1 Magazine of Round - Dummy - Round till the magazine is full 

i. COF Goal: Practice the Draw and the Soft Malfunction 
2. Student will load and make ready 
3. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 2 

and 4 seconds 
4. On first Shot Timer buzzer, Draw, 1 shot, Soft Malfunction, 1 shot, reset, 

assess, and 360 Degree Check 
5. Holster the firearm 

i. Remember to actually pull the trigger THREE times, each cycle, 
don’t game the game 

ii. Watch yourself for flinching, the muzzle will dramatically dip, 
when you pull the trigger on the dummy round 

 
4. COF #4 - Draw plus Hard Malfunction Practice 



1. 1 Magazine of Hard Malfunction Device (Or TWO Dummy Rounds in a row) - 
Round 

2. 1 Magazine of Dummy - Round 
i. COF Goal: Practice the Draw and the Hard Malfunction 

3. Student will load and make ready - Magazine with the Hard Malfunction 
Device 

4. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 2 
and 4 seconds 

5. On first Shot Timer buzzer, Draw, 1 shot, Hard Malfunction, 1 shot, reset, 
assess, and 360 Degree Check 

6. Holster the firearm 
i. Focus on smooth movement, the goal is to learn the feel and the 

sequence 
ii. Can set up the magazine for retained hard malfunction by 

loading it: Dummy - Round - Dummy - Dummy - Dummy - Dummy - 
Round 

1. Shot, Click (Soft), Click (Hard), Strip a “bad round” off the top, 
shot 

 
5. COF #5 - Sensitivity Training 

1. 1 Magazine of Hard Malfunction Device - Round 
2. 1 Magazine of Dummy - Round 
3. 1 Magazine of Round 

i. COF Goal: Learn the feel of each slide action 
4. Shuffle the magazines and do not look at them 
5. Student will load and make ready - DO NOT PRESS CHECK 
6. If possible, use natural point of aim to orient firearm toward target, if not, 

align sights, then close eyes 
7. Shot 
8. Call the slide action 
9. Open eyes and check 
10. Continue through all three magazines 

i. Focus on the feeling and allow yourself the time to find the 
difference between the different slide actions 


